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House Appropriations Subcommittee on Homeland
Security Holds Hearing on the Fiscal 2019 Department
of Homeland Security Budget Request

LIST OF PANEL MEMBERS AND WITNESSES
CARTER:I think we got everybody here that's going to be here so let's -- let's get started. We will calltoday's hearing to order. Welcome to the subcommittee's first hearing on the Department ofHomeland Security's fiscal year 2019 budget.As we begin our oversight process to fund the department for fiscal year '19 I'd like towelcome all of our subcommittee members back. Thank you all for being here and for allthe work -- hard work you did in '18.I'd also like to extend a special welcome to today's witness, Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen.Secretary Nielsen, thank you for your time today, and more importantly, for all that you andeveryone at the department does for this great country.We look forward to hearing your thoughts on the needs that need to be done to keep ourhomeland safe, our border secure, and as we look forward to working with you on thesechallenges, we hope that you'll know that we are working together.
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I'm pleased to see continued investment in border security. The president's budget requestproposes $1.6 billion for 65 miles of physical barrier. Additionally, the budget request alsoproposes funding for 52,000 detention beds so that we can continue to enforce our nation'simmigration laws.We will use this hearing process to learn more about these proposals and (inaudible) shouldbe concerned in context of the final 2018 appropriations.Also noteworthy is the request for $1.5 billion to modernize our Coast Guard fleet of -- ofvessels including $750 million to construct a new polar icebreaker. This will be the first ofseveral needed to address the security challenges and economic opportunities facing ournation. I hope that this hearing process will help us to determine the department's plans forcontinued -- for continuing this effort and achieving the United States' strategic goals in theArctic.Finally, I'd like to welcome back my good friend the ranking member, Lucille Roybal-Allard. While we don't always agree on policy, we do agree that working together we can getand produce a better product.With that, I want to thank her and recognize her for any remarks she would like to make.
ROYBAL-ALLARD:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Good morning, Madam Secretary and welcome to your first appearance before oursubcommittee. While still relatively new, the department has made significant progress inimproving its operations and performance, which is something that DHS personnel, all240,000 of them, can be very proud.While there is broad bipartisan support for the department's mission of protection thehomeland, there are differences of opinion on some of the policies the department followsto achieve that mission.
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I wish that today we were convening under better circumstances. This would allow to focusmore on the positive things the department is doing, including significant improvementsover the last decade to our border security.It would help if our country's immigration debate was on a more constructive footing, onebased on facts, our American values and compromise that could lead to a comprehensiveresolution to the immigration challenges we all face together.Unfortunately, the path to a compromise solution by this Congress and between theCongress and the president seems steeper today than ever. This is not -- this not only makesyour job more difficult, it also causes confusion, fear and uncertainty within our Americanimmigrant communities, among our educators, our business sector, and our nonprofit andsocial service organizations.Many have come to Washington to express their concerns and to highlight the valuablecontributions immigrants are making to our national economy and American society as awhole.Unfortunately, these contributions and the dire circumstances that cause individuals tocross our border illegally or appear at a port of entry without admissibility documentation,are too often ignored and immigrants are broadly characterized as criminals or opportuniststrying to take advantage of our American generosity.Regrettably, the administration's rhetoric and aggressive interior enforcement contributesto that perception and is wrongfully demonizing the immigrant community, tearing familiesapart and upending the lives of millions of people.Madam Secretary, you have the authority to help alleviate some of this fear and confusionby using your discretion under the law to prioritize how the department enforcesimmigration laws and carries out policies. The vast majority of immigrants are good, hard-working members of our community with no criminal records. Many have lived among usfor years or decades, raising their families, paying taxes and contributing to ourcommunities.
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Some came to escape violence, others to seek a better life for themselves and their family.The fact that they arrived without permission, most out of fear or desperation, does notmean we should systematically ignore their plight and contributions to our communitiesand automatically return them to the circumstances that brought them here in the firstplace. And we most certainly can treat them and their family humanely, with respect,understanding, and compassion.Another responsibility of USCIS is to conduct credible, fair interviews of individuals arrivingat our borders seeking asylum. Under our laws, as well as under our internationalagreements, we have committed not to return someone to a country where their life orliberty would be threatened.While not everyone who applies for asylum will receive it, we have an obligation to makesure every asylum-seeker gets the opportunity for their case to be heard. And while we donot have the capacity to help every deserving refugee, we can help more than we do now,and we can treat them all humanely and compassionately.In closing, Madam Secretary, let me be perfectly clear. My Democratic colleagues and Ifully support securing our borders, and we understand the need and the importance ofenforcing our immigration laws. Our objective is to ensure we accomplish those goals in away that is just and humane, reflective our -- of our American values and moral standing inthe world.I look forward to working with you towards those goals.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CARTER:Thank you, Ms. Roybal-Allard.We are joined by the chairman of the full committee, Rodney Frelinghuysen. You're -- Mr.Frelinghuysen...
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FRELINGHUYSEN:Well, thank you very much...
CARTER:... for any opening comments.
FRELINGHUYSEN:Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good to get here under the wire. Let me say on behalf of myRanking Member Ms. Lowey of New York, who I think will be joining us -- we're runningaround from hearing to hearing -- it's a pleasure to welcome you, Madam Secretary. Andwish you, obviously, Godspeed in your endeavors, and we look forward to your testimonyand any frank comments you have.I -- I often say at every committee we represent the -- and look after and have the power ofthe purse. So while many -- much time is spent with the authorizers, we -- we actually arethe bill payers.
NIELSEN:Yeah.
FRELINGHUYSEN:So it's important that you keep us posted. And as things accelerate and focus on bordersecurity, it's better to be briefed than read about it in the newspaper some of the things thatare happening.I know you have a large and diverse portfolio under you. So does the Department ofDefense, but for members of Congress it's good for us to sort of be well-informed, hopefullybefore certain actions are taken so they're not misunderstood or misinterpreted.
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Just on a personal note, I come from a -- a 9/11 state. Seven hundred New Jersians died onthat day in September, seven -- and many of them my constituents. We have a -- continue tohave a focus on what's called UASI, the urban area security grants. I know that the presidentmay propose and we dispose.There's less money in that account, but for many of us in our neck of the woods we take itpretty personally since those dollars have been used to -- to safeguard a lot of ourinfrastructure. They also have been used to protect a lot of nonprofits and faith-basedgroups that are subject to the type of terror that is all too common around the world andaround the nation.But I want to wish you all the best in your -- in your efforts with the Department ofHomeland Security. And it's amazing since we've watched your predecessors how -- how itall comes together, all these different authorities and -- and programs and departments thatare under your jurisdiction.So thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the time.
CARTER:Thank you.Madam Secretary, we are very happy to have you. We'll now hear your -- you summarizeyour testimony, and we have your written testimony. But at this time I yield the floor to you.
NIELSEN:OK, thank you.Chairman Carter, Ranking Member Roybal-Allard, it is my pleasure to be here. And I justwant to start by saying that you have my commitment to work with you all. I agree withmany of the comments that you've made.It's very important for us to brief you and give you the information that you need to do yourjob as directed by the Constitution and the expectations of all of our constituents. So I look
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forward to doing that.I'm honored to present the president's 2019 budget request for the Department ofHomeland Security and to discuss how that budget will keep us and the American peoplesafe.Let me first take a moment again to thank this subcommittee particularly for the $48.2billion provided to the department in the recently passed consolidated appropriations act.The support of this subcommittee, as you know, is critical to advancing the many DHSmissions, and I truly thank you for your continued support.The president's 2019 budget builds on the '18 and requests $47.5 billion in netdiscretionary funding for the Department of Homeland Security. It also includes anadditional $6.7 billion for the Disaster Relief Fund for response and recovery to majordisasters.Today I'd like to outline several core missions empowered by this budget and quickly walkthrough how the budget matches our needs: First, security and managing our borders,enforcing our immigration laws; two, protecting our nation from terrorism and counteringthreats; three, preserving and upholding the nation's prosperity and economic security;four, securing cyberspace and critical infrastructure; and five, strengthening homelandsecurity preparedness and strengthening resilience.Within all of these missions, we're aiming to put our employees first and to empower ourfront line defenders to do their jobs. This is of particular importance to me. We recentlycelebrated our 15th anniversary. It was a time to reflect and thank those who have workedevery day to protect our country, but it's also a very sobering time because of why we werecreated.At this level and this need for the addition to mature our department, it's very importantthat we empower those front line men and women. And I know you share that goal, and Ithank you.
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For border and immigration, first we're focused on securing and managing our borders andenforcing our immigration laws. While we've made vast improvements in border securityover the last 15 months, we continue to see unacceptable levels of illegal drugs, dangerousgang and transnational criminal organization activity, and illegal immigration flow acrossour southern border.I take the ranking member's opening comments to heart. I do not believe that there shouldbe a choice. We should be able to protect those who need asylum, as well as prevent thosewho seek to do us harm from crossing our border.The current statistics for March 1028 tell a dangerous story. Overall, the number of illegalaliens encountered at the border increased more than 200 percent when compared to thissame time last year. Perhaps more troubling, the number of unaccompanied alien childrenencountered has increased over 800 percent. And the number of families encounteredincreased over 680 percent.We also have seen a 37 percent increase in drug seizures at the border in March alone.While these numbers are at times higher or lower than in years past, it makes littledifference. They are unacceptable and they must be addressed. We must do more to secureour borders against threats and illegal entry and close dangerous loopholes that are makingour country vulnerable.We've been apprehending gangs, TCOs and aliens at the border with historic efficiency. Butillicit smuggling groups understand our ability to actually remove those who come hereillegally, unfortunately, does not keep pace. They have discovered and continue to exploitlegal loopholes to avoid detention and removal and have shown no intention of stopping.These legal loopholes are strong pull factors that entice those looking to circumvent ourlaws, in particular the smugglers. For border security to work, violation of the law must haveconsequences.As I have said many times, interdiction without the ability to promptly remove those withoutlegitimate cause is not border security. It undermines our national security. This budget
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would invest in new border wall construction, technology and infrastructure to stop illegalactivity.I also would be remiss if I did not say that one of the greatest investments is in our people.Recruiting, hiring and training additional U.S. Border Patrol agents, additional U.S.Immigration and Customs Enforcement officers, and additionally enabling personnel tohelp carry out these important missions.Second, we must protect our nation from terrorism and decisively counter threats. This isthe reason the department was created and it remains a cornerstone of our work. Terroristsare adapting. They're taking an all of the above, do it yourself, learn it on the Internetapproach to spreading violence.This includes promoting attacks on soft targets using homemade weapons, and it includescrowd sourcing their violence through online radicalization, inspiration and recruitment.But they also remain focused on conducting sophisticated attack methods, includingconcealed weapons, weapons of mass destruction and modifying new technologies such asdrones into deadly weapons. This budget ensures that our defenses keep up with theinnovation of our enemies.For instance, it allows TSA to deploy advanced tools to detect threats. It funds new CBPinitiatives to identify high-risk travelers. It ramps up our defenses against weapons of massdestruction. And it provides vital funding to protect soft targets from concert venues toschools against attack.Third, we are focused on preserving and upholding the nation's prosperity and economicsecurity. On an average day, to put this in perspective, the Coast Guard facilitates themovement of $8.7 billion worth of goods and commodities through the nation's maritimetransportation system.At our nation's 328 air, land and sea ports of entry, U.S. Customs and Border Protectionwelcomes nearly 1 million visitors, screens more than 67,000 cargo containers, arrestsmore than 1,100 individuals and seizes nearly six tons of illicit drugs. Annually, CBP
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facilitates an average of more than $3 trillion in legitimate trade while enforcing U.S. tradelaws and processing more than $2.4 trillion in international trade transactions each year.The president's budget helps to provide critical resources to these efforts to keep ourcountry's -- to keep our country competitive and to advance the prosperity of our people.The budget will also help us to continue efforts to keep foreign adversaries from stealing ourtrade secrets, technology and innovation.Fourth, we must secure cyberspace and critical infrastructure. This has much been in thenews. It will continue to be in the news. It is a very important threat that we face.Our networks are under attack constantly from all corners of the physical world. That's whyDHS is taking historic strides to address the systemic cyber risk, secure dot.gov networksand strengthen security and resilience of critical infrastructure in coordination with ourpartners.The budget would also enable DHS to support state and local election officials in defendingthe integrity of our election systems. As you know, the department's mission is to provideassistance to election officials in the form of advice, intelligence, technical support andinstant response planning with the ultimate goal of building a more resilient and secureelection enterprise. We must do this.Through investing in hardware, software, intrusion detection and analytical capabilities,we're better able to secure the digital ecosystems that makes our American way of lifepossible.Fifth and finally is a core mission of DHS to strengthen homeland security preparedness andachieve national resilience. I look forward to working with you on this. In some of theopening remarks you mentioned some of our grant programs. We must ensure that the grantprograms meet the purpose for which they were created and that they adequately supportour state and local partners.Last year, our country experienced one of the most costly and damaging seasons fromnatural disasters in its history with a cumulative cost exceeding $3 billion. Through the
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Federal Emergency Management Agency and in cooperation with our state, local, tribal andterritorial governments across the country, we will devote the resources and attentionneeded to ensure recovery. But we must also help communities across our nation create aculture of preparedness to be more resilient to disasters.A culture of preparedness is a national effort to be ready for the worst disasters at thefederal, state, local, tribal, territorial, community, family and individual levels. This budgethelps us with these efforts and supports the disaster relief fund, which as we all know isnecessary to help state and local governments respond and recover from catastrophes.In short, we need to empower the men and women of the department to carry out thesemissions by giving them the resources and authorities they need. We need a fully fundedbudget that matches our mission, and I look forward to working with you.In addition to the various mission areas mentioned today, I am also firmly committed tomaturing the department and putting our employees first. I ask the committee to supportthis budget, support our employees, support our missions and help us make our countrymore secure.It's an honor to serve alongside the men and women of the Department of HomelandSecurity who work tirelessly to secure our country. They are often unrecognized. I'd like totake this opportunity to thank them for their service.I thank you for your time, and I look forward to your questions. Thank you for theopportunity to appear before you.
CARTER:Well, thank you very much for your testimony. We've got a -- we always time questions, fiveminutes for each -- each questioner. I'm going to start out with a pretty simple question.You've been on the job about four months, been at the department for far longer than thaton -- on the subject matter, working on it longer than that.
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I want you to tell us what's your -- what is your vision for the Department of HomelandSecurity? And what do you see as the department's biggest challenges and how does thisbudget request help meet those challenges?
NIELSEN:OK, the five mission areas, and I'll add the sixth there, which is to support our employeesand champion them, are -- form the basis of my priorities. My vision for the department is adepartment that is agile, that can respond to the threats we face tomorrow and the next day,not just the threats that we faced before.To do that, we need to re-look at our programs, make sure that they are efficient. We need toleverage capabilities and capacities across the department. We have a variety of ways inwhich we do that, as you know. Some of the taskforces would be an example.Cyber is an area that I'm particularly looking at. We have wonderful capabilities within theSecret Service, within ICE, within NPPD. We must bring them all together, including theresearch and development angles so that we can provide the best service to the Americanpeople.So in short, what I would say, sir, is I'm looking at maturing the department. How can we dothis better, faster, smarter and make sure that we stay ahead of the threats that continue toevolve?
CARTER:And in some -- and in some instances you're going to have to challenge implanted ideas.
NIELSEN:Yes, sir.
CARTER:
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And you're going to have to make those ideas, those -- this is not an easy task. And that's whyI ask about the challenges because a lot of the departments in our federal government areentrenched with we've never done in that way before, therefore, we can't do it that way.And from the way you envision it, and I commend you for your vision, I'm going to suggestto you those are going to be your challenges. We will help you meet those challenges.
NIELSEN:Thank you.
CARTER:And that -- that's the way to -- you've got to be willing to shake them up. And if you shakethem up...
NIELSEN:The terrorists certainly are, right?
CARTER:Yeah, I think you..
NIELSEN:So we need to...
CARTER:... might be able to do that.I'll now yield to Ms. Roybal-Allard.
ROYBAL-ALLARD:
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Let me begin by agreeing with the chairman that we will work together to help you meetthose challenges.You know, as you probably know, in October of 2017 I -- I sent a letter signed by 69 of mycolleagues to then acting Homeland Security Secretary Elaine Duke regarding our concernsabout pregnant women in detention facilities. Reports show that ICE detained nearly68,000 women in fiscal year 2017, of whom 525 were pregnant.Our letter included confirmed stories of women who suffered miscarriages and receivedinadequate medical care while in detention. Additionally, our letter asked for statistics onon the number of pregnant women in detention and asked about ICE and CBP policiesregarding the treatment of pregnant women.We have yet to receive a response to our letter, but we continue to hear reports aboutpregnant women who have been transferred between facilities multiple times withextremely restrictive access to food and restrooms and who are denied extra blankets,additional food and adequate prenatal care.It is my belief that no pregnant woman should be forced to live in a facility that lacksadequate medical care or can endanger their unborn child, which is what these women arefacing.On March 29th, ICE released a new policy on detaining pregnant women. ICE's previouspolicy had a presumption of release and detained women only if their detention wasrequired by law or due to extraordinary circumstances. However, ICE's new policy detainspregnant women on a case-by-case basis.Is any effort being made to look into alternatives to detention programs that provide dignityand adequate care for pregnant women and their unborn child? And also are there anyreporting requirements in place to ensure that you are made aware of any rise in theincidents of negative outcomes for pregnant women and their unborn children, such asmiscarriages, other pregnancy complications or mental health challenges related todetention?
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NIELSEN:First let me just start by sharing your concerns. There is no room in any enforcement agencyto treat anybody without the particular respect and care that they need. So this is a highpriority for me.We have looked into the detention policies of CBP and ICE. You'd be surprised to learn thatsome of them are very detailed. For example, CBP checks the temperature in all itsdetention facilities per hour. So I suspect that some of these cases are outliers. It's not anexcuse. We must address each one, but what I'd like to offer is that my staff come and briefyou comprehensively on this.When we get to ICE, let's start with ICE, we do screen any female detainee 18 to 56 to see ifthey are pregnant. We then offer them a variety of services, everything from counselingthrough to remote access to specialists. We certainly offer them special needs that theymight have depending on how their pregnancy is.CBP, as you know, has them for a smaller amount of time, generally speaking, beforethey're transferred to ICE. CBP has similar standards. But these cases confirm -- concernme. what I would like to ask in return is if we could be provided specific examples. We wouldlike to investigate them.Our I.G. investigates any case that's brought to their attention, as well as the Office ofProfessional Responsibility. But in short, I'm committing to you that we will ensure that anypregnant woman in our care in detention receives adequate care.
ROYBAL-ALLARD:OK. Well I mean, the fact is that there are numerous cases that -- that have beendocumented that show that there has been either the mistreatment or the neglect ofpregnant women who have -- in that -- their -- those cases have suffered from miscarriages,as I -- I said in my -- my questioning statement.
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So I would like to work with you in that because there may be policies in place that either arenot being followed or that in some cases the agents aren't -- or officials aren't aware of andtherefore it may be a matter of getting that information out.But I think that one thing that would be very helpful is if in fact there were reportingrequirements that would keep you currently informed of any problems that were happeningin detention centers with regards to miscarriages or other issues, health issues of pregnantwomen, and would you be willing to maybe put together that kind of a reportingrequirement to keep you and the members of this committee informed about that?
NIELSEN:Yes, ma'am.
ROYBAL-ALLARD:OK, thank you. I appreciate that. and -- and do you know when we could expect a responseto that letter?
NIELSEN:Yes. Let me commit that we will get you a response to that letter by the end of this week.(Inaudible).
ROYBAL-ALLARD:OK.And also, Mr. Chairman, for the record, I -- I would like to submit a -- a letter that is beingsent to Director Holman with about 200 or more agencies who are concerned about the --the new detention standard.
CARTER:Without objection.
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ROYBAL-ALLARD:OK, thank you.
CARTER:(OFF-MIKE)
FLEISCHMANN:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Madam Secretary, thank you for your service to this critically important department and asour colleagues on both sides of the -- the dais have said, we look forward to working withyou in this very important endeavors.As you might know, I represent a wonderful east Tennessee district, city of Oak Ridge isthere. And as part of our mission we do quite a bit of nuclear deterrence and -- and the like.That's one of our key missions there. It's my understanding that last year, Madam Secretary,you set up the Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction Office. I want to thank you for that.I'm wondering if you could kindly walk us through where the office currently stands, whatmajor gaps in resources there might be, and what our greatest challenges are, please?
NIELSEN:I -- I'd be happy to. So as you know, sir, we have begun the process of integrating the variousparts of DHS that will create that office. We have not, as you've noticed, requested anymoney in this budget. We are pulling together resources from what we have. We would liketo work with you on future requests.Nuclear deterrence in particular, unfortunately in the news, is one of particular concern tothe department. We have done extensive exercising, modeling, understanding of relatedeffects such as electromagnetic pulse. We are also very concerned about the increased use
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of chemical weapons by terrorists, whether they be in a particular transportation mode or inmass gatherings.We have actually piloted some detection devices out into communities to help themunderstand if an early signal or early warning, if there has been any kind of chemical attack.On bio, we continue to model. As you know, bio threats change very, very quickly so it's aconstant concerted effort to stay on top of them and make sure that we have the appropriateresponse.We have taken great lengths to update all of the protected action guides for first respondersto make sure that state and locals are trained, that they have what they need to not onlyunderstand the threat but to have the equipment and to counter.My hope is by creating this office we can bring all of this expertise to bear in a way that'smuch more efficient.
FLEISCHMANN:Thank you. Madam Secretary, we've seen a disturbing growth in opioid-related deaths. Ofparticular concern is fatal overdoses involving synthetic opioids such as Fentanyl, whichhave grown over 84 percent every year between 2013 and 2016. DHS agencies are thefront line for the battle to stem the tide of these deadly substances.I understand there's some major challenges that will require new tools and sizableinvestments. Can you explain those challenges and your long-term strategy for confront --for confronting this threat? Could you also go in to some detail on how you plan to utilize the$224 million included in fiscal '18 for the opioid detection and non-intrusive inspectionequipment? Thank you.
NIELSEN:Yes, this -- you know, the president has made clear this is a very important initiative of theentire government. I'm happy to say that we work very closely with my cabinet colleagues.
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We all bring something to bear.Within DHS almost every part of DHS is helping to fight this everything from TSA at theairports to CBP to the land borders to the Coast Guard to the maritime borders, ICE and HSIin the interior. And then CBP also with the mails. So I appreciate Congress passing theInterdict Act last year, which, as you know, gave us additional authority to screen.But the border is a very important part here because we do see the vast majority of drugscoming through our ports of entry. So the non-intrusive inspection equipment that youmentioned, the $224 million, will enable us to -- hopefully to detect even smaller amounts.Fentanyl, as you know, 50 percent more unfortunately toxic than heroin, but it's -- it's very,very, very small. So the technology needs to be adjusted. The algorithms need to beadjusted to ensure that we can detect.We're working with the international mail shippers making sure that we can collect data.We're using targeting starting all the way whether it be in Mexico or China to track packagesand ensure that we can bring those to justice in conjunction with the Department of Justice.This will be a continued effort, so I look forward to working with you as well recognize anyadditional gaps that we might have in capabilities.
FLEISCHMANN:Thank you, Madam Secretary. I appreciate your responses.And Mr. Chairman, I yield back.
CARTER:Mr. Cuellar?
CUELLAR:Mr. Chairman, thank you. Ranking Woman, thank you again for your both -- both of you forthe leadership. And it's also a pleasure talking to a fellow Hoya.
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First of all, I also want to thank the men and women that work for you all. I know it's adifficult...
NIELSEN:Thank you.
CUELLAR:I know it's a difficult job, but it's a very important job that they do.Two parts, one is I might ask you if you can help me applicate some ideas? And then theother one I want to talk about hiring processes.First of all, catch and release we're on the same page. I think we need to have some sort ofdeterrent. But if we do this if -- depending on what happens that individual will either go toan immigration judge or could go to a magistrate or district court, depending on thesituation.If it goes to a district court, what we call zero tolerance, I would ask you that as we providemore of those cases to those magistrates or district judges, I would ask you to advocate formaking sure that -- we understand you're a state of Texas bar attorney also -- that thecaseloads that we have for those district judges on the border are high.So we'd be adding more of those cases in the first time under the law it's a misdemeanor. Ifthey're removed they come back it becomes a felony.So just to make sure that we advocate for either more magistrates -- magistrates or judges,district judges, to handle that along with the U.S. Marshals and the assistant U.S. attorneys,because everybody talks about adding more border patrol but we got to look at what the endof the judicial system. So I would ask you on that, advocate for that as you are in the cabinetmeetings.The other thing is immigration judges. Another fellow Hoya, James McHenry also, and I'vesat down with him and Tom Holmes (sic) on the -- Holman on trying to get more of those
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immigration judges. I don't see John Culberson here, but we added 55 immigration judges.Then we added 25 immigration judges. We got 100 immigration judges here.The problem is everybody wants to have a judge in Houston, in, let's say, in New York,Chicago, around the corner here in Virginia also, but I'm an advocate to have those judges atthe border to make sure we give the people their day in court as close as possible at theborder.One of the issues that we're facing, and this is what we talk to your (inaudible) director andto McHenry also, is to have the office space for those judges. You might have thosedetention, but you've got to have that -- those office spaces to meet the requirement of theimmigration judges.So I would ask you if you don't mind following up with them so we can have judges inMcAllen, which is a high crossing area, and Laredo is another one and -- and then on theborder instead of Houston, Dallas, New York and the other places.I know we use video conferences, but I -- I'm a big believer of having those judges at theborder. So I would ask you if you could advocate those -- those two points.The other part I want to talk about is the hiring processes. Border Patrol one time, I think it'sauthorized at 21,370. Right now we're at 23,000 according to the Border Patrol chief we'reactually losing more border patrol than we're hiring border patrol. Problem with thepolygraph and we've tried to work on that.There's an issue with the polygraph exams. FBI, one-third of them will pass Border Patrol,two-thirds of them will fail. So we've got to look at the polygraph. But the issue that I want tobring up is if you look at the scope and the objectives for recruiting, coordinating on postingvacancies, applicant support care for hiring, there was a $297 million contract awarded.Nothing against the company. I know the company. They're a good company, but, youknow, what's -- what do we need to do to get your folks to do a better job in hiring?
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I'd rather use the $297 million to giving bonuses, retain them, because sometimes you haveborder patrol folks that might not like to be in Presidio, Texas or some rural area or they'drather be -- you know, they'll get a job with ICE and they can be in New York or Miami. AndI understand all that.But we got to be able to recruit border patrol better, CBP better, and I would have preferredthe use of $297 million to give them bonuses over time, whatever the case. But the -- thecase is they're here now. And I know ICE has put out a -- a RFI also so I'm sure that will be acouple million dollars also.What do we need to do to help you where your own agency can do a better job at recruitingand retaining those men and women instead of putting that money out to contractors? Andnothing against those companies, but I'd rather give it to the men and women on that.
NIELSEN:Well, first I just want to say I -- I second your belief that it's much more effective to have thejudges and I.G.s at the border working very closely with the attorney general to make surethat we deploy sufficient, because you're right. If we -- if we interdict but we don't have --there's a backlog and we don't have the ability to put them through the process, nobodywins.
CUELLAR:Right.
NIELSEN:So it took -- first of all, you -- you have my commitment to continue to advocate on that.
CUELLAR:Yes, ma'am.
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NIELSEN:With respect to hiring, you know, this is a problem that has been very difficult, as you know,for CBP, ICE, Secret Service, other parts of DHS.
CUELLAR:Right.
NIELSEN:We really have looked at this quite carefully over the last year, the details of which, as manyas you want we're happy to come share. The short version is what we need to do is the timeto hire needs to be decreased without adjusting the standards.
CUELLAR:Right.
NIELSEN:We still want the best and brightest and those who have the integrity that we expect of lawenforcement officials, but we do need to speed it up. So with CBP we've looked at theirphysical exam.We've looked at streamlining their polygraph, as you noted. It was out of synch with many ofthe other polygraphs, the ways in which they are performed in other law enforcementagencies. We've also moved the law enforcement -- or excuse me, the polygraph up to thebeginning of the process...
CUELLAR:Exactly.
NIELSEN:
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... which will be helpful. I think you and others who are supporting the...
CUELLAR:It's something that Judge Carter have been...(CROSSTALK)
NIELSEN:I -- I thank you for...
CUELLAR:As you go through the whole process, 18 months and then...
NIELSEN:It doesn't make any sense.
CUELLAR:... you fail the polygraph.
NIELSEN:That's right
CUELLAR:Thank you so much for that.
NIELSEN:So we -- we appreciate your support on that. and we also appreciate your support on -- on thewaiver authority.
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CUELLAR:Yes.
NIELSEN:So there are certain people, veterans in particular, who have very high security clearanceswho have honorably served our country. They would like to then honorably serve in CBP. Itdoes not make sense to put them through a 100-day process. So we're working on that aswell.The intention of the contract specifically is to help us make our hiring practices match theneeds and environments today. What we found is we were not reaching all the communitieswho would like to serve this country. We were reaching the communities who would like toserve our country 10, 15 years ago, which are not the same.So the idea is to come up with a much more comprehensive, holistic approach for retiring --for hiring, but that also includes that retention, very important retention piece that youmentioned to get the attrition down. Part of that is a concern about mobility, which you alsomentioned.So we have pilots working on that to make sure that the officers and agents have the abilityto move around. We are seeing great success in that pilot and we hope to expand that. Butyou're -- you're hitting on all of the things that -- that I agree with. We just need to keep afterit. It needs to be a concerted effort.
CUELLAR:Well, thank you. We want to be supportive of you.
NIELSEN:Thank you.
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CUELLAR:Thank you.
CARTER:Mr. Harris?
HARRIS:Thank you very much.And thank you, Madam Secretary, for coming before the committee. I have just two issues Iwant to talk about. The first one, let me just dispense with, well, fairly quickly is that, youknow, came as a surprise to me that my state, Maryland, is second only to California in thenumber of MS-13 -- MS-13 activity, which is just amazing.And maybe that's because Maryland has a reputation of also being a sanctuary state. I justwant to get your assurance that your department is going to assert federal pre-emption onimmigration enforcement issues.The fact of the matter is these are not state issues. These are not local issues. TheConstitution gives immigration enforcement authority to the federal government, uniquelyto the federal government.Are you willing to assert federal pre-emption over -- over jurisdictions that claim to besanctuaries?
NIELSEN:As -- as -- as you know, sir, this is a great concern to many of us in this administration. Thereare some lawsuits under way to make that point against some states who have chosen to notcomply and actually to provide penalties for those who try to assist us in doing our job.You do have my commitment we will do everything to ensure we can enforce the laws.
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HARRIS:OK. Thank you, very...
NIELSEN:We'd like to do it in partnership with state and locals. It works quite well when we're able todo that, but we do owe it to the people of this country to protect them from things such asMS-13.
HARRIS:I -- I agree with you, and I think we have to return to the rule of law. We don't like the lawslet's change them, but the laws are pretty clear.And the other issue is an issue very important to my district. You know, I have the beautifuleastern shore of Maryland. It's the H-2B visa issue. Over the weekend I visited Smith Island,a -- an island settled in the 17th century by folks from England and the population is 240now.It used to be 600, 700 people. It's down to 240 descendants of the original English whosettled there who earn their -- it's a 45-minute boat ride there. I mean, it's literally out kindof in the middle of the Chesapeake and the hardworking men and women on the island themedian family income's $26,000 and they make it by -- a lot of it by catching crabs.And they have to bring those crabs to be processed somewhere. They have to be pickedbecause you eat a crab cake, believe me, you're not eating the whole crab. You have to -- youhave to pick it. And the fact of the matter is that although in the past we had Americans who-- who do it, that generation is not with us anymore and they depend upon H-2B visaworkers.And as you know, the second half cap was reached very quickly. There were not -- almost100,000 applications for 33,000, and the -- the men and women on the island who dependupon this industry, who bring -- who take their work boats every day. They work all day.
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They take them to the processing plant. They've got to have people there to pick that crabotherwise their -- you know, their income goes away. And that would be a shame.I also met with another person up in the northern end of the eastern shore who is the largestexporter of canned corn from the United States. And, you know, exports are an importantindustry. Agriculture's an important industry. They depend upon H-2B workers for only aneight-week period in the summer.And that's significant because they -- their -- their work period is July and August so by the90-day rule they can't even apply until April 1st unless they want to pay for people for threemonths not doing work. So they haven't even -- you know, they just applied for theirsummer workers, but the cap is already exceeded.So the omnibus bill gave authority, the way we read it, you know, the -- the labordepartment has already certified 80,000 workers for the second half of the year. And now itrests, I think, on a -- a decision of I think by your department as to how many of these -- howmany H-2B visas are going to be issued.And clearly the need -- I think clearly the need has been demonstrated. Ourunemployment's an historic low 4.1 percent, you know, modern historic low. We're just notgoing to find the American workers.And more importantly, whether it's Smith Island or whether it's that cannery or thosefarmers who grow the corn for that cannery, having temporary workers provides jobs --provides downstream jobs for a lot of Americans.So Madam Secretary, what -- what can we expect? I mean, it's already been a few weekssince this has passed. The summer is approaching very quickly. In the case of the crabindustry, these men and women are going out on their boats in two weeks. As soon as thebay warms up they're -- they have to begin catching crabs.And it's getting to the point where a lot of the -- the houses, processing houses say, look, ifwe don't get our visas we just have to close. And, you know, once they close they're gone.
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This is not a -- this is an industry that doesn't work on large margins. Once they close theynever reopen. And entire industry in my district is threatened.So Madam Secretary, how quickly can we come to the decision of the number of visas andthen how quickly can we reopen the process of working on those Department of Laborcertifications or processing new applications for the late summer?
NIELSEN:Thank you. First, let -- let me just say the -- the concept of -- of H-2B, as you know -- thelimitations, I should say, the concept of limitations on H-2B originally were to protectAmerican workers. If, however, we are in a situation where the way in which we administerthe program legally actually puts American businesses out of business, that's clearly not theintent.So what I would ask is two things. First, in response to your first question, I -- I will beconsulting with Secretary Acosta in the next, you know, few days here as required by thelaw. We will -- we'd like to get some additional input from some other constituencies.I'd be happy to discuss this with you further. But the intent is to make a decision soon so thatthose who can take advantage of the program are able to do that.But my request is that we work together this next year. Congress really, in my opinion, isbest situated, given your constituencies and your understanding of the employers withinyour districts, to know the right number of H-2B. it's very difficult when the discretion getskicked back to the secretary of homeland security. It just is.So I'd like to work in this next cycle on a way where Congress decides the number. we willimplement the number that you provide, but it is very difficult for us to get all of theinformation that we need to do that.The third thing, I know I said there were only two, but let me add one more. The seasonalway in which we split up these visas doesn't work, and that's what you're describing.
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So as we look at this program, again, we need to make sure that it's meeting the intent of theprogram, which is to allow employers to provide H-2B. If the timelines were such that it'spast the season, if it's past their ability to utilize them, we're not meeting the purpose. So I'dalso ask for you to work with me on that.
HARRIS:Thank you. I couldn't agree more. Thank you.
CARTER:Mr. Ruppersberger (inaudible).
RUPPERSBERGER:First thing, I agree with Andy Harris. I don't represent the eastern shore. I spend a lot oftime there and I've worked with the seafood industry. It's a unique industry and we needthat priority.I also might want to point out that Congressman Taylor was homegrown and grew up on theeastern shore of Maryland even though you represent Virginia. So you understand the issue.If you've had a Maryland backfin crab cake you'll know what I mean.
NIELSEN:I -- yes, sir.
RUPPERSBERGER:OK. First thing, your -- your department was stood up after 9/11. In my opinion, you've gota lot of challenges. You have too many missions but you're doing the best you can.You know, when you sit here and watch these department heads come and go, I -- I reallyam impressed with your -- your -- your visa -- your resume, your experience, the fact thatyou worked with Kelly. I -- I think you're the right person at the right time.
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So with that said, you know, as I -- I've long been involved with advocating for all federalagencies and departments to have the resources they need to succeed in their role securingour federal networks and working closely with the private sector.I was former ranking member of the Intelligence Committee and I've represented -- actuallyrepresented NSA for 15 years, so I deal with them. I work on their budget and I think they'reprobably one of the best in the world. We have more mathematicians there than anyplace inthe world.But as far as homeland is -- is concerned, it -- we -- we need more. We -- we have threatened-- threats and attacks on a regular basis, both major attacks but also unsophisticated attacks.And -- and our country, you know, is being attacked every day, as you know. And we're notwhere -- where we need to be.Part of the reason I joined this subcommittee was to focus on the cyber security mission atDepartment of Homeland Security and help you and your people succeed where -- where inthe past we've really fallen short. And not because of their fault. We've been underfunded.We don't have the manpower to do what we need to do. It's my opinion.I'm going to be providing you with a copy of a report I've been working on for about the lastsix months for this committee in -- in maybe the next couple weeks. And this reportsummarizes meetings and -- and roundtables that I've had over the last six months to get abetter understanding of the state of the homeland cyber mission.And these roundtables have been people formerly in your job, people who I respect in this --in this field, because there are not really a lot of people, including on the Hill, who reallyfocus. We talk about it, cyber security, but not a lot of people know about it or really dealwith it.Now, these recommendations include holding a cyber-specific hearing before thiscommittee focusing more on the department's efforts to protect leaked cyber tools, getting abetter foothold on the threat landscape to industrial control systems, and -- and thenimproving information sharing and other -- other issues that are -- that are out there.
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Even though it's GSA's budget, we have a long way to go in our -- in our gov network, too. It'sjust not where we need to be. We spent $2 billion of dollars. We have a long way to go there,too.Now, two questions basically, first thing, I would like your commitment to work with meand with members of this committee and I talked to the chairman and the ranking memberabout having a hearing specifically on cyber security.And I would hope that you would work with us and I'll get you my report on the issues thatwe need to deal -- to deal with, which also probably include funding. If you could give usthat commitment, and I'm sure you will.
NIELSEN:Yes, sir. And I look forward to the report and absolutely look forward to any opportunity toexplain our needs and gaps.
RUPPERSBERGER:I mean, this is at some point -- it's -- it's one of -- when I was Gang of Eight on theIntelligence Committee people would say what keeps you up at night? Because you've gotthe most sense (inaudible). And I'd say, well, the -- the Russia-China nuclear threat. I'd sayspicy Mexican food.(LAUGHTER)
RUPPERSBERGER:Add a little levity, you know, the -- the issues of cyber, I mean, of terrorism and that. Butreally more importantly the cyber threat. In space, homeland, wherever we need to be. Sowe really need to roll up our sleeves and focus in this area and get the funding and the -- andthe manpower necessary to do what we need to do in your field.And NSA is another issue, but we can learn from NSA and use their help to -- to gear upwhere we need to be.
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Secondly, we've recently approved over $380 million for the election assistancecommission and in the omnibus to be used by the states to bolster their election systems andprocess. Can you expand on how the department is working with the states to ensure thatthey're leveraging the department's expertise and that these funds are being effectively usedand will produce real security gains?How confident do you feel with your current level of engagement with the state and localgovernments and what more needs to be done? And are -- are the tasks properly resourcedthere?
NIELSEN:Yeah, well, thank you very much, and thank you for your -- your focus on this issue. This isalso an issue that -- that keeps me up at night. It changes quite quickly. It's prolific. It's non-stop, and it's from many, many, many sectors.Unfortunately once a vulnerability it found, as you know, anybody can exploit it. So youcan't really match and adversary to a particular vulnerability.With respect to the election, I truly cannot under -- underscore the importance of usworking with state and locals to secure our election infrastructure. This is the very heart ofour democracy. Every American has the right to know that their vote is counted and countedcorrectly. And we need to all work together to ensure that that trust is there.What we've offered is everything from penetration testing to vulnerability assessments,exercises, training. We're working very hard to provide them additional threat informationwith partners such as NSA and the intel community to quickly declassify, tailor and thenprovide that information to those network defenders who can best utilize it.The states themselves have taken, in my opinion, a -- a lot of good steps over the last fewmonths to organize themselves from a governance perspective. This is not a traditionalhomeland security interaction, as you know. We have not in the past, at least at DHS,worked, for example, with state election officials. We normally work with owner andoperators of critical infrastructure.
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So bringing them into the fold, helping them understand how to work with their ownhomeland security advisers, with the governors, with others in the states has been animportant part.What I ask all states to do is take us up on our assistance, our offers of assistance. They'refree. We can help you build capacity. We can help you build capability. We can check yoursystems. We can help you with real-time response.We can very importantly monitor and help flag any nefarious activity, and we can give youthe coordination mechanisms to work with other states to find the patterns of attacks.So we -- I do feel that we are doing a tremendous amount. Can we do more? I -- I hope thatwe can. We have a huge focus on it. As you know, we're pulling resources from security ofother sectors to make sure that we are doing and offering all that we can.But this is a partnership so we continue to reach out to those at the state and localities, youknow, weekly, if not daily, to -- to ask them to work with us.
RUPPERSBERGER:Thank you, and I look forward to meeting with you and your staff to go over the report.
NIELSEN:Thank you.
RUPPERSBERGER:OK.
CARTER:Mr. Newhouse?
NEWHOUSE:
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Thank you, Chairman Carter, Madam Ranking Member.Secretary Nielsen, welcome.
NIELSEN:Thank you.
NEWHOUSE:Thank you for being here. I appreciate your thorough update and also your service. And it'smy humble opinion in the short time you've been on the job that you've done a -- a great joband I appreciate -- appreciate that hard work.I just want to talk -- ask you about a couple areas. First is -- is the DACA program. I've beenan advocate in -- in this Congress, as have many of my colleagues, to find a solution, and Iappreciate the administration's help there and the -- the president's determination to do thisas well.It impacts a lot of individuals in my district, and not only those individuals but mycommunities and our nation. I think it's a very important issue that we need to solve.Secondly, I wanted to discuss the -- the work your department engages with the Departmentof Energy and the National Laboratories, of which I'm very proud to have one in my district,the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory.So as far as DACA is concerned, interestingly the state of Washington we've got about18,000 of these individuals. The majority, not the majority, the -- about a third of them arein my district. One of those lives in the northern part of the Fourth District in OkanoganCounty. He was brought to the United States at a very, very young age by a -- a single motherwho was a victim of domestic abuse.And as -- as he grew up in our communities he became a -- a part of the community,developed a deep appreciation for the opportunities provided to him and wanted to giveback. And so he did that by -- by fulfilling his dream of becoming a firefighter.
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And as you mentioned the catastrophic incidents around the nation have been growing andin my district we've had two record-setting forest fires in just the last couple of years.Unfortunately for this individual his work permit expired. And so simple question, is this thetype of person, this young man, the type of person that your agency will be listing as anenforcement priority for deportation?
NIELSEN:Thank you for the -- the question. I know there's been a lot of confusion on -- on DACA, so I-- I appreciate that. Let me just start by saying you -- you continue to have my commitment,both personally but as the secretary of homeland security, to help find a permanent solutionto the registered DACA population.
NEWHOUSE:Thank you.
NIELSEN:We are continuing restarting conversations with leadership in both houses. We -- we wouldlike to get this done. We should get this done and we need to get this done.In terms of enforcement, what I have decided is given the court cases, the questions thatremain while we are waiting to work with Congress on a permanent solution, anybody whois currently registered is -- is -- is legally registered, has a legal status within the system.I have also taken the step though that anybody that has an application in will also not be anenforcement priority. They will not be deported. So if this young gentleman were to reapplyfor status, assuming there isn't any derogatory information, he hasn't become a felon, youknow, at...
NEWHOUSE:Sure.
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NIELSEN:... some point here, he would be protected as long as we are in this phase while we'reworking through the court case and waiting for Congress to act. But I think it's important tobe very clear. Those who are registered are registered. They have legal status. Those whoare attempting to renew their status will be treated as such as well.
NEWHOUSE:That's very helpful. And this suggestion may not, after your response, may not be quite soimportant, but that information, the principal information of individuals like this youngman, would that be shared with other agencies to target for deportation enforcement?
NIELSEN:The -- the only time that we would share that information is if there is a question of publicsafety, national security or if the person has committed a serious crime.
NEWHOUSE:Yes, I understand.
NIELSEN:At that point they are no longer a DACA recipient by virtue of the program. But those are theinstances in which we would share information, but it would not be to -- again, they're notan enforcement priority. They're -- they're -- they have legal status so there'd be no need to -- to share the information.
NEWHOUSE:I appreciate that clarification, and I know the fine line that you have to -- to -- to maintain.Secondly, as far as the National Laboratories, since homeland security was createdCongress has made sure that -- that the department has equal access to that world-class
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Department of Energy asset.In recent years, the Science and Technology Directorate Cyber Security Program enabledmultiple technical solutions developed by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory to betransferred to the private sector, which directly improved the security of our nation andeconomy.I'm curious to know how your department views the DOE National Labs and how you intendto leverage the unique capabilities that they have to fulfill your mission, the department'smission, especially when those capabilities don't exist in the private sector?
NIELSEN:Yes, thank you. I myself am a fan of leveraging what DOE and DOE Labs have learned. Wehave active agreements with 13 of them, as you know. I've had the opportunity to visit someof them, Sandia, Los Alamos, Pacific National Lab, Idaho. They all provide very importantscientifically driven but their able, as you know, to test different defensive measures,protective measures within controlled areas, which is very important.It's not necessarily, as you say, capabilities that have been developed by the private sector orin some cases they are available to the government in a way that they wouldn't be in terms ofwhat the private sector offers. So it would be my intention to continue that.The S&T R&D money within the department we have moved to NPPD. And the reason forthat is to ensure that it is directly requirement-driven so the network defenders and of myfolks at NPPD that day-to-day are fighting this battle are very aware what they need, puttingsome of the R&D money there enables them to quickly translate that into requirements tomake that process more efficient.
NEWHOUSE:OK, well, thank you very much. And my time's run out, but hopefully we'll have a secondround.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CARTER:Mr. Price?
PRICE:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Welcome, Madam Secretary, glad to have you before the committee. I want to talk to youabout refugees. As -- as you know, the administration announced a historically low refugeeadmission ceiling of 45,000 for fiscal '18 last September, and this was a few months afteran executive order that had totally halted the refugee program for 120 days.Now, this is a shockingly low ceiling for our country, what we've done in the past, what westood for. But there's more alarming news because as of March, that's the halfway point forfiscal '18, we've only admitted 10,548 refugees. That puts us on track to admit a total of21,100 refugees in fiscal '18. That would be less than half of that historically low ceilingthat we pledged to admit.Now, I've heard -- I expect we've all heard reports of countless administrative obstacles, alack of adequate staffing, bureaucratic rerouting of paperwork, drastic reductions to theoverseas interviews and I -- enhanced vetting, enhanced security measures that togetherseem designed, I must say, to prevent our nation from accepting any more than just a trickleof refugees.And -- and we're doing this at a time when deadly wars and persecutions continue all overthe world and -- and they're producing a flow of -- of -- of desperate people.In my district there are organizations that do the Lord's work as far as I'm concerned. Theyparticipate in these refugee resettlement programs. They desperately want to fulfill theirpromise and yet now in North Carolina they're going weeks without even seeing a refugee. Imean, what is going on?
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We -- we've got to protect American citizens at home and abroad, but shutting our bordersviolates our nation's values, undermines our national security, I would say, by diminishingour standing in the world and making it more difficult for us to confront violent extremismwherever it exists.Conflating, as -- as the president's rhetoric does, conflating refugees or immigrants ingeneral with terrorists doesn't make us safer. It merely perpetrates an environment ofsuspicion, anxiety, and it -- and it risks lending credibility to terrorist propaganda.So we've been a safe haven for refugees historically, regardless of a refugee's origin theyshare a deep desire to become a member of our communities. And they're thoroughlyvetted.So I have to ask what is happening? What on earth can explain the fact that we're over halfway through the fiscal year and have only admitted a quarter of the refugees we pledged totake in during the worst or one of the worst refugee crisis in world history? Are you slow-walking this program? Are the various bans and administrative obstacles and duplicatewaiting requirements reflective of some increasing danger that these refugees represent?Is there some history I've missed that refugees are -- are committing terrorist acts in thiscountry? Are -- is there any indication that the procedures we've had in place for years havebeen inadequate, have -- have let in dangerous people?If these refugees are dangerous, why can't we -- which I don't think there's any evidence for,but if -- if they are, or if you fear they are, why are we unable to determine that danger? Whydon't we have an appropriate vetting system to deal with this supposed danger and keep thecommitment we made to the international community?
NIELSEN:Thank you. There's a -- a few things here, so bear with me. Let me try to -- to answer thequestion. First of all, in the United States we have a very unique situation in that we have --we differentiate between refugees and asylees. As you know, unfortunately we have aunprecedented but also unacceptable backlog in asylee cases.
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So those are -- those are men, women and children who are already present in our countryand are waiting to find out if they will be granted final asylum. So I think that thebureaucratic issues you mentioned at the front end, unfortunately apply here, which is wehave made a decision to process those who are already here seeking asylum as quickly as wecan with limited resources.Not so say we're not processing refugees, but we -- the backlog of asylees I believe will -- letme get back to you on the record, but I believe it's around 300,000. It's -- it's substantial.On the question of vetting, we are doing exactly what you are describing, which is we aretrying to find a better, faster way to vet those who are seeking refuge in our country.Unfortunately, because of some of the areas in which they are originating, the country itselfis not able to provide us any information on the refugee.Further complicating the problem is the refugee is a refugee, so in many cases he or she doesnot have the paperwork or other documentation to approve -- to prove their identity. So theshort answer to your question is I agree we must do better. We must do it faster. We'relooking at ways to get additional information to share it to work with the countries.The last point I would make, sir, is that we as an international community, whether it'sthrough the G-7 or the 5Is, have attempted to take care of refugees closer to where they areleaving. The idea there is that when conditions are safe they can more easily return, and sowe're also working with international partners to ensure that together we are taking care ofthem in the best way possible.But I would be more than happy to -- to come myself or have my staff give you a moreextensive brief on some of the challenges. But we do need to process them faster, I agree.
PRICE:My time's expired. I'll probably return to this in the next round.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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CARTER:Mr. Palazzo?
PALAZZO:Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman.And Madam Secretary, thank you for being here today. Last week when President Trumpannounced the good news that he's going to deploy the National Guard to the border as aNational Guardsman myself, I was elated. And since I've been in Congress I've been callingfor the similar actions, take the National Guard, use them as a multiplying force and helpsecure our border because border security is absolutely correlation with national security.It's extremely important.If -- if you could, can you take a few moments and expand on what you see theadministration's role utilizing the National Guard on the border?
NIELSEN:Yes, I'd be happy to. So first and foremost, it's to work in conjunction with the governors andthe (inaudible) within the -- the different states.So at the moment we have National Guard deployed from Texas, Arizona, New Mexico.California already has some National Guard deployed. We continue to work with thegovernor there to see what else might be needed or available to supplement.What we're looking to do is to supplement what the Border Patrol does so that the BorderPatrol can be on the border and do what they do best. So we're looking at everything forsupport for aviation, for vehicle maintenance, for surveillance, monitoring, intel sharing,things that the National Guard is particularly trained to do that we'd like to utilize theirexpertise to help get more of our men and women back on the front lines to protect theborder.
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PALAZZO:Does the status of the guardsmen make a difference in their mission? Say for example, if theguard was activated under Title 10 versus Title 32 does that limit what roles they can haveon the border?
NIELSEN:It does. Title 10, obviously does limit it. There's other things that come in to play there suchas, you know, posse comitatus, but what I would say about Title 32 is that it's very importantfrom a Department of Homeland Security perspective to do this in conjunction with thegovernors.Governors are there. They know what they need. They know what works. They know whattheir constituents need. So we're really approaching this at this time as a partnership inevery way possible.
PALAZZO:Is -- is there going to be an opportunity for other states to allow their guardsmen to basicallybe called up and work with the -- the border state guardsmen and their governors? Or isthere -- are you just limiting the guard personnel to the -- the states on the border?
NIELSEN:We have had some, which I appreciate, we have had some offers and calls from othergovernors that are not on the southwest border that are willing to deploy guard. There's acouple different things in -- in play here.As you know, unfortunately we're heading into hurricane season so for some of these states,particularly Texas, we're very aware that if we get into a natural -- a national disaster --natural disaster, where the guardsmen would otherwise be needed, we would look tosupplement then through other governors who are willing to supply guard.
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PALAZZO:And -- and I guess we've seen that in Hurricane Katrina. We had guardsmen from all acrossthe United States and -- and including the territories come and participate in that massivemission.And I know if -- if Mississippi's governor hasn't already volunteered them he would, but amajority of our national guardsmen are currently training for an overseas deployment. Sobut -- but I'm sure, you know, there's -- there's a lot of people back home that didn't deploywould love to be a part of that mission.Now, because the guard has a huge domestic role as well, in -- in natural disasters and, youknow, they can almost be used plug-and-play in any -- any environment. And -- and we'veseen what they've been able to do overseas in a combat role. They -- they were instrumentalin the surge and turning the tide in Iraq and Afghanistan.But, you know, recently, you know, as am -- I guess in their role as first responders in naturaldisasters, the hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria, they participated, but they haven't yetbeen, I guess, the funding hasn't been given back to the states or they haven't beenreimbursed or the cost.So with us activating 4,000 guardsmen to the border, what -- what is your expectation? And-- and are the states going to be reimbursed for that cost and -- and when?
NIELSEN:The -- the current approach is that the states will be reimbursed. We recently, maybe about amonth ago, had a meeting with the Council of Governors, Department of HomelandSecurity and the Department of Defense and of other partners and this -- this precise issuewas raised.I know the Department of Defense was looking at ways to make that reimbursement processmuch more efficient. I'm happy to provide you additional information for the record, but I'd
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also ask to defer to them because they're the ones that regulate that -- that process in termsof reimbursement.
PALAZZO:One last basically a statement and DHS has a research, a UAV research facility at CampShelby, Mississippi. It's the largest National Guard training site in the nation. Hopefully youwill find a way to utilize that facility and the -- and the great resources that you have there insupport of our border.And with that, thank you for your responses.
NIELSEN:And thank you for that offer.
PALAZZO:I yield back.
CARTER:Thank you, Mr. Palazzo.I'd now like to recognize Ms. -- I think that we've been joined by the ranking member of thefull committee, Ms. Lowey, my friend. At this time I'll recognize her for any statement orquestions she may have.
LOWEY:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.I'll get right to the questions and I want to welcome you, Madam Secretary. I'm veryimpressed with your response to all the questions and this is an enormous responsibility andI look forward to working closely with you.
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NIELSEN:Thank you.
LOWEY:Thank you. In the most recent omnibus bill, we provided for the first time funding for grantsto nonprofits located outside of areas designated for the Urban Area Security Initiative. Thisis $10 million in funding which will help those organizations improvement security, whichis so important at a time that hate groups are on the rise.A recent report by the Southern Poverty Law Center reported that neo-Nazi groups grew bymore than 20 percent in the past year, anti-Muslim groups grew by nearly 15 percent aftertripling the previous year, and according to the ADL, anti-Semitic incidents rose by morethan 90 percent in New York in 2017.Could you possibly let us know when you expect the grant notice to be released and whenyou think the funding will go out?
NIELSEN:Yes, as I understand it most of the grants, and I -- I will get back to you on this particular one,most of the grants are 60 days to be obligated after the appropriation goes through. But letme get back to you on this one.But I do want to just echo your -- your thoughts. Within DHS we have consolidated some ofour offices into an Office of Terrorism Prevention. It is certainly my intention to focus on alltypes of terrorism, not just Islamic jihadism, but hate groups, white supremacy. We must domore across the country. We're seeing instances of all types of hate.
LOWEY:Thank you. Also Secretary Nielsen, last November the department announced thattemporary protected status, or a TPS, for individuals from Haiti would end on July 22nd,2019. Approximately 59,000 Haitians have been living in this country since at least 1020
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under TPS, working, paying taxes, become established in their communities, marrying andhaving children.You may also be aware that the Department of State has level three travel advisory for Haiti,meaning that people should reconsider any plans to travel there because of the conditionson the ground. Specifically the State Department cites political violence, civil unrest, saysthat violent crime is common, including robberies, assaults, vehicle break-ins and homeinvasions.It also says the local police may not be able to respond effectively to crime or emergencies.Haiti is the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere with well over half of the populationliving under the poverty line.Secretary Nielsen, how can we possibly rationalize sending 59,000 people back to thosekinds of conditions? And do you believe that we should find a way to allow this group ofpeople, who in almost every respect are now Americans, to continue living in the UnitedStates and will the administration support efforts to do so?
NIELSEN:Thank you. As you know, there's about 400,000 people here currently under TPS status, alarge chunk from Haiti, a much bigger chunk, I think around 250,000 from El Salvador. I'vetestified before that I am committed to helping to find a permanent status for these TPSrecipients.I would say, ma'am, though, that the law really restricts my ability to extend TPS. The lawsays that if the effects of the originating event, so that's a causation issue, do not continue toexist then the secretary of Homeland Security must terminate.So the difficulty there is what you're describing. If the underlying conditions in a country arethemselves dangerous, unfortunately that is not something that I can consider in thetermination. I can consider that in a drawdown for additional time in which to work with thegovernment.
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I have pledged and will continue to pledge to work with all the governments to try to helpthem repatriate. We're having a variety of discussions with Haiti as well on how to do that.But this is a very unfortunate situation. And so I'd be happy to work with you to find a bettersolution.
LOWEY:I thank you very much, because I think that a better solution has to be the response. And Iappreciate you're willing to work together. Thank you very much.And thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR:[Presiding.] The chair recognizes Mr. Taylor for five minutes?
TAYLOR:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.And Madam Secretary, thank you for being here today answering great questions andhaving good answers. Thanks for your service. I know you're in a tough job and wearing a lothats, and -- and certainly give our best and thanks to the many men and women who serveunder you...
NIELSEN:Thank you.
TAYLOR:... for everything they do. I'd like to just touch really briefly -- I want to foot stomp on whatCongressman Ruppersberger said and Mr. Harris, who, yes, I grew up in his district, butnow I'm in Virginia.
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And -- and in Virginia, of course, which I've been for many years, but a third of the seafoodplants won't be open for processing and they should already be at work. So, you know,ultimately this hurts income and economic impact and ultimately American jobs, and notjust the seafood industry but tourism and -- and many other areas around the country.So I guess I want to pin you down a little bit more on -- on it. I know that you -- you -- youguys are working on it and you're -- have you spoken to Secretary Koss about it? Obviously itwas passed and signed into law three weeks ago.What -- you mentioned additional constituencies that you need to speak to. Who -- who arethey? And are they people who are not in support of raising the cap? So that's -- I want tokind of pin you down on that because it's we're already behind the curve and we knew wehad this problem last year.
NIELSEN:I know. I know. So the other constituencies are trying to -- two things, trying to understandas we do this that we do it in a way where we're providing it to those who truly are seasonal.And as you remember last year, we did a rulemaking that required a variety of certificationsfor the company to first of all say that they did, in fact, need foreign workers, that theycouldn't fill them with American workers, but also moving towards what the program wasmeant to be, which is for seasonal workers, not a worker who works all year round in acertain industry.So having taken all that into consideration, continuing discussions with secretary Costa,yes, of course, there are two sides of this, as you know. But as I said in response toCongressman Harris, the intent here is not to put American businesses out of business. thatcan't possibly be the goal.
TAYLOR:If I -- if I may?
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NIELSEN:Please.
TAYLOR:But again, this is -- this is something that was last year that we were -- we had this sameconversation with -- with Secretary -- then Secretary Kelly.
NIELSEN:Yes.
TAYLOR:So this is not a new thing, and it's -- it's hurting economic impact. It's hurting -- it's actuallyhurting American jobs. Understanding that we, you know, we want to make sure that the --that the process deals with folks that shouldn't be here and all -- and all that stuff and makesure it's responsible.But it was over a year ago we had the same problem. It's been signed for three weeks. Wewant to get a timeline on this because it's -- it's hurting our businesses. So can you -- can youspeak to that...
NIELSEN:So I think...
TAYLOR:... that timeline?
NIELSEN:... I believe it's Wednesday, I think, Wednesday, so how -- would -- how about I get back toyou on Friday with the timeline?
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TAYLOR:Perfect.
NIELSEN:I just need to touch up...(CROSSTALK)
TAYLOR:And I've love to be a part of any -- any discussions with...
NIELSEN:Yes (inaudible).
TAYLOR:Switch topics really quickly, sorry, because I don't have a lot of -- amount of time...
NIELSEN:OK.
TAYLOR:... to one that you -- you like better probably, cyber security, you know, which is a hugeissue. And -- and I echo what Congressman Ruppersberger said about coming together and Iwant to see your report, of course, and I -- and I love that, you know, 90 percent ofcyberspace, of course is in private hands, right?So how are we thinking, and -- and, you know, I know that we're working with the privatesector more, which of course we have to now that targets aren't necessarily military andcivilian anymore. That's all gone. Those days are gone.
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How are we working with the private sector in a more efficient way? And can you providespecific examples of sort of how -- how we're doing that? That's obviously that you can speakabout.And then how are you -- you -- you mentioned the -- maturing the department, which isgreat in some areas, not necessarily in cyberspace, of course. We want to disrupt it, right, in-- in terms of -- because that's what's happening with the increasing amount in computingpower, of course, with individuals with terrorist organizations, with transnational actorsand, of course, nation-states. So -- so again, how are we working with the private sector tobetter protect the homeland?And then also how are we -- how are you and the department disrupting yourselves to figureout ways to be able to be more effective and efficient and not have silos, which has obviouslybeen a problem that I've seen with cyber security, not just in Homeland, but in DOD and --and other places?
NIELSEN:Yes, thank you. The -- the jokes about, you know, hacking never cease, so yes, we are tryingto hack ourselves to make ourselves more efficient.On the critical infrastructure side, as you know, we have an extensive partnership that isvery efficient. What we are trying to do is get -- we're really focused on getting more threatinformation into the hands much more quickly and in a tailored way.The beginning of all of this we were able to tell sectors, all 16 at the same time, there's aheightened threat of X, but that's not very useful. The energy sector's very different than thewater sector, different than the financial sector.The ISACs, the Information Sharing Analysis Centers, a very important role here. We cantake in information in an anonymized way, do the pattern analysis and push it back out. Sothat's another way that we have matured our -- our interaction.
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We also are working with other partners, intel community and FBI. As you know, we just putout a -- a guidance memo about hacking into industrial control systems, everything fromenergy to water, and it's completely cross-sector, to give them more not only understandingof the threat but protective measures, what they need to do to protect against this.We also have been working to expand our automated indicator sharing program. This is onethat works best as sort of a Costco model. The more people who join this program, the -- thebetter information that we can give out.So we've asked companies who might not necessarily need it because they themselves arevery mature to join anyway so that we can use them to help raise the level of the weakest linkof everybody else.But what I would say is it's a constant communication. When we see anything suspicious wehave the ability now, we have the points of contact. It's sometimes -- it's almost that easy, asyou know, and that hard to make the phone calls, to work in a collaborative way.We have the private sector representatives in our ops centers so it's a true partnership. Andthen we've also brought, of course, in the -- the FBI and the -- the NIC.
TAYLOR:Thank you, Madam Secretary. I look forward to working with you.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CARTER:[Presiding.] Thank you. And we are -- we've cleaned one round here. we get you -- youplanning on leaving about 12:30? I'm gonna -- I'm gonna -- I thought -- I would like to askone more question. It'll actually be two, but I'll put them together.And then I'll let Ms. Roybal-Allard take one and then we'll -- won't have time to do anymore. I promised to get her out at 12:30. It will be a little after that; not much.
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Mine's real simple. Historically, in this subcommittee we've had two issues that have --we've been at odds on. and they've been difficult to deal with. We -- we deal with thembecause, as Ms. Roybal-Allard said, we work well together.The issues are on the front page of every newspaper. The border wall is one issue, anddetention beds is the other. I'd like to know your thoughts on border walls and borderbarriers as -- as a necessity on the border and your thoughts on the number that's right nowproposed for 2,000 beds and what you see that to be as it starts to help us to solve ourproblem?
NIELSEN:Thank you. As a person who myself has not been part of CBP, that's not a part of thedepartment I've ever worked at, I suppose I have a particular understanding of recognizingthat those on the front lines are uniquely positioned to tell us what they need.And those on the front lines in CBP, whether they be the Office of Field Operations or theBorder Patrol, have consistently said that from an impedance and denial perspective it'svery important to have physical infrastructure as part of a broader layered system of bordercontrol.And we've seen this work. We've seen this work in Yuma. We've seen this work in SanDiego. Instances of illegal entry in both cases went down 95 percent. That's a very difficultnumber to argue that's factual.Do I believe that we need border infrastructure at every place on the border? Absolutely not.Do I believe that the border is the same in every place? Absolutely not. What I think we needis to listen to the operators who are there. They understand the threat. They understand thetrends. They understand the environment.Some places, as you know, we have walls that move with the sand. I mean there we havesome very unique requirements on some parts of the border. But pulling all of that togetherin the great analysis that they've done through the border security improvement plan really
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lays out a very technical and tactical way forward with respect to a toolkit and having thewall system.I also would just say quickly the wall system is not just the infrastructure. That's veryimportant. It's also the technology and it's also the personnel. CBP will tell you about fourcore capabilities. It's the impedance and denial, it's the surveillance, it's the access roads,and it's the personnel. Together that gives us what we need in the right mix to provide illegalentries.Third, if I could, a lot of talk about why a wall between ports of entry? Why not just focus onports of entry? I don't think it's an either/or. We have talked about non-intrusion -- non-intrusive -- non-intrusive detection equipment. We need to be better at the borders to detectdrugs and other nefarious activity.But between the borders what we see is this great increase in traffic. The problem with thatis once a smuggler has developed a network they can smuggle anything through thatnetwork. It could be drugs. It could be guns. It could be terror. It's not just illegalimmigrants.There's a possibility now for the numbers to increase more. We have about two-thirds ofpeople that we interdict between the points of entry, not at the points of entry.And then one last thing I'll say on drugs on this topic is although we continue to have moredrugs or see more instances of drugs at the ports, there's two very important caveats of that.One, we don't know what we don't know between the ports of entry. And two, what we seeare those who facilitate the drug trade, the drug traffickers and the smugglers. They aregoing between the ports of entry.So if you want to fight the drug problem you have to fight it both ways. There's the productand then there's those who sell it and who enable the illegal activity.With respect to the beds, as you know, we base that on a modeling tool that ICE uses ondaily population, on trends. We do it two years out. We refine it as we go. We then multiply
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the cost out by the daily direct costs, which is everything from medical care to food andclothing for those who are detained.The numbers can change a bit so sometimes there is room when we have an amountappropriated to work within that appropriation on the number of beds we need. But thecurrent ask is based on solid modeling, solid increases in numbers at both enforcement andthose we interdict and what we see coming.And certainly any time happy to come give you a very in-depth brief on why we believe weneed 52,000 beds.
CARTER:Thank you very much.Ms. Roybal-Allard?
ROYBAL-ALLARD:Thank you, Mr. Chairman.It's been very difficult to decide which one question I'm going to be asking because I haveseveral concerns about unaccompanied children, about TPS, as well as sanctuary citiesbecause I do believe there's mis -- there is some kind of misunderstanding, at least as itpertains to California about what it means to be a sanctuary city. And maybe we can followup later.And very quickly, I just want to add to an issue that Mr. Cuellar brought up that I agree thatwe need more judges, but I also believe that we need to find a way for those who particularlyare -- are seeking asylum to have more access to -- to counsel, to attorneys or -- and toadvocates.Also with Dr. Harris, the concerns that he raised, I just think it's just another example of -- ofthe need and the value of immigrants of -- to sectors of our American economy.
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And then finally, when it comes to DACA, I just want to point out while that DACArecipients are protected, the fact is there's probably about 100,000 dreamers who currentlyare barred from applying for DACA who are vulnerable to deportation. And I hope that wecan work together to address that issue.Lately there have been several stories in the press about the separation of families by CBPand ICE. Given this -- the traumatic and truly irreparable harm, as many experts have toldus, that this separation has on children, what is the justification and the circumstancesunder which departmental components can separate minor children from their parent ortheir guardian?And is the department -- if the department has concerns about the validity of a claimedfamilial relationship, what is the process for verifying of debunking that claim?
NIELSEN:Thank you. So the current standard at -- at CBP and as you know often if we're talking theborder, CBP, the Border Patrol are the first to encounter a family unit. The standard is to inevery cases keep that family together as long as operationally possible first of all. So that'sthe presumption going in.When we separate we separate because the law tells us to. And that is in the interest of thechild. So if we cannot confirm that the adult who is accompanying them is either a legalguardian or a parent, we do seek to, as you say, verify that, and I'll talk about that in asecond.But under the Trafficking Victim Protection Act, it tells us that we need to preventtrafficking, and unfortunately we have seen instances where traffickers have used childrento cross the border and gain illegal entry.So when we do it, we do it to protect the child. The child, as you know, or unaccompaniedalien then goes over to the care of HHS as we determine what to do with the adult.
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I talked a lot with Commissioner McAleenan about this and Director Holman. What they doin general is they reach out to the consulates. They look for paperwork. Unfortunately, in --in an increasing number of cases we encounter migrants that do not have paperwork forwhatever reason. But we first look if they have paperwork to validate that.Work with the consulates. We do interviews. In some cases HHS, as I understand it, will doa DNA check, voluntary of course, but to try to prove that there is a relationship there.But this is an area where I think a lot more clarity would be very important. I also have askedthose to our south, partners that we've worked with at the consulate level, to make it veryclear that the paperwork is very important to prevent these types of issues. We -- we reallyare trying to protect the children when we do this.
ROYBAL-ALLARD:OK. Now, there are, you know, stories that have been validated about a -- a mother, forexample, the Congolese mother being separated from her seven-year-old child and that wasnot given an opportunity to either have a DNA test or any -- anything at -- for months andwas separated for months and -- and then finally those tests were given to determine -- andit determined that she was actually the mother of this child.And I'm just wondering if anything is being considered or being put in place to avoid thosekinds of things from happening? And -- and -- and secondly, if -- if any thought has beengiven to perhaps maybe do some of what under the -- the previous administration was towork with the United Nations High Commissioner on Refugees to identify refugees in theNorthern Triangle region so that they would not have to make that dangerous journey to theUnited States to claim asylum.Instead they could travel to refugee processing centers in the regions where they could livesafely during the vetting process before being settled in the United States or in anothercountry.And I'm just wondering if any consideration has been given to -- to looking into that as -- asway of protecting the -- the children and those seeking refugee as well as it would alleviate a
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lot of what -- the challenges that we have at our -- at our border currently?
NIELSEN:The Congolese case that you mentioned it took too long. So we are -- are working throughthat. as you know, it's a case of ongoing litigation, so unfortunately I'm prohibited fromgiving you additional detail at this time. But it took too long. So we are looking at thatparticular case and -- and learning from it.Actually have a planned additional conversation with the UNHCR in upcoming weeks. Thatis an important partnership. What I have asked of the office as well as those we speak to atthe embassies and my counterparts, is exactly what you're describing.Could we better educate the public in these countries that they can go to the consulate?They can go to the embassy. There are other ways to find safe haven without taking thisdangerous journey and then putting themselves at further risk by coming here illegally.So yes, I think we need to do more education to help them understand their options.
ROYBAL-ALLARD:Because we -- but also have to make sure that they would be safe in their countries.
NIELSEN:I understand.
ROYBAL-ALLARD:There's a reason why they are leaving...
NIELSEN:Yes.
ROYBAL-ALLARD:
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... why they're going to the crossing.
NIELSEN:Yes, ma'am.
ROYBAL-ALLARD:OK, thank you.
CARTER:Well, Secretary Nielsen, thank you for your testimony. I commend you for being very well-prepared, and I -- and we've learned a lot from you today. As I've told you when I talked toyou on the phone, and Ms. Roybal-Allard feels the same way, we are part of the team here tohelp you. Keep us informed. If you need our assistance let us know.This committee is -- is -- and every member of it -- is placed to try to do the mission you'retrying to do, make this country safe. Thank you for being here and we missed our time by sixminutes.
NIELSEN:Thank you. Well, sir, thank you so much and thank you to all of you.
CARTER:(Inaudible) recess. Thank you.
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